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MotivationMotivation
- “Intraplate” western Europe is seismically rather active. 
Additionally, it has a couple of areas with Quaternary 
volcanism, notably the Eifel and Massif Central. Some low 
velocity plumes have been detected underneath as well.

- Thus far geodetic studies of vertical motion or strain rate have 
not conclusively found any signal related to solid Earth 
processes, except for Glacial Isostatic Adjustment and 
uplift/extension in the Alps.

- Some older levelling and absolute gravity measurements 
revealed hints of uplift around Eifel area.

- At present, large amount of GPS data available, needed to 
reveal any deformation signal that is expected to be near the 
noise level of the data. Robust imaging techniques required

- We report here definitive evidence for a strain rate and
uplift anomaly near the Eifel and which can likely be 
explained by a buoyant plume. Massif Central inconclusive.

Smoothed seismicity based on the 
SHEEC-SHARE database (Grünthal et al. 

2013, Stucchi et al. 2013). Also shown is 
outline of Rhenish Massif (green 

polygon), location of Massif Central 
(blue triangle) and Eifel volcanic 

centers (tiny blue dots).



GPS DataGPS Data
- Data from 2000.0-2020.0 from many sources, 
incl. many state and commercial networks; 
some provided data for 1st time for research.

- For majority site logs were available.

- Position time-series were estimated with 
GipsyX in IGS14 frame by us (Nevada 
Geodetic Laboratory; Blewitt et al., 2018).

- Time-series were corrected for common-
mode signals, and rates (and st.dev) were 
estimated using MIDAS (Blewitt et al., 2016)

- We estimated 2428 3D velocities for time-
series >2.5y

- We also added 68 published velocities in 
Scandinavia (Kierulf et al., 2013,2014; 
Lahtinen et al., 2019)



Spatial Correlation Between Residual Time-SeriesSpatial Correlation Between Residual Time-Series

The amplitude and 
spatial “drop-off of 
correlation between 
residual time-series is 
spatially heterogeneous.

Demands a filtering 
technique that is also 
spatially heterogeneous.

“CMC Imaging” should 
be based on robust 
statistics and use all 
available time-series.

For the latter, shorter 
time-series need to be 
adjusted for CMC-
induced trend biases.



Robust Common-Mode Filtering  -  “CMC Imaging”Robust Common-Mode Filtering  -  “CMC Imaging”

Case 0 – Residual IGS14 time-series, outliers 
removed and offsets solved

Case 1 – Use all 72 long-running stations as “filter 
stations”. No distance weighting.

Case 2 – Use all 72 long-running stations as “filter 
stations”. Use fit to corr. coeff. vs. distance as 
equivalent distance weighting.

Case 4 – Use only neighboring* of 72 long-running 
stations. Distance weighting

Case 5 – CMC Imaging; use any neighboring* 
station. Filter stations redefined per epoch.               
*  Neighbors defined by extended Delaunay scheme

Example: UP time-series VIS0



CMC Imaging’s reduction in RMS of residual 
scatter is larger than any other approach, including 
PCA/ICA approaches and CWSF approach by Tian 
and Shen (2016)

RMS reduction varies spatially, in absolute and 
relative terms.

Reduction largest where the spatial correlations 
were the largest; continental stations and stations 
around Baltic Sea.

Robust Common-Mode Filtering  -  “CMC Imaging”Robust Common-Mode Filtering  -  “CMC Imaging”



CMC vertical time-series for 5 stations, 
north to south

“CMC Imaging”“CMC Imaging”



There is a proportional reduction in velocity uncertainty 
with RMS scatter reduction (below). Velocity uncertainty 
estimated with the MIDAS robust trend estimator 
(Blewitt et al., 2018)

CMC Imaging also dramatically reduces apparent 
velocity derived over short(er) intervals. Figure on left 
shows velocity time-series for 2.5y windows. Red 
unfiltered, blue filtered.

“CMC Imaging”
Effect on station velocity and uncertainty

“CMC Imaging”
Effect on station velocity and uncertainty

EAST NORTH UP



Temporal Variability in Velocity
Probability that velocity over certain period differs from long-term

Temporal Variability in Velocity
Probability that velocity over certain period differs from long-term

Graphs show probability of exceedance of short and long-term velocity difference as function of time-length   
and for three difference levels (0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 mm/yr of horizontal and 1,0.5, and 0.25 mm/yr for up). 

Results separated for unfiltered (red) and filtered (blue) time-series.

For example, when considering unfiltered time-series, and for 95% confidence to have 0.5 mm/yr accuracy, 
time-series needs to be at least 4 and 9.5 years long in the horizontal and vertical, respectively. For filtered 
time-series, an accuracy of 0.5 mm/yr is reached after 3 years in the horizontal and 6 years in the vertical. 

EAST NORTH UP



Vertical Land Motion (VLM)Vertical Land Motion (VLM)

Observed ”Despeckled” 
Each station’s observed VLM is replaced 

with a “local” weighted median



Vertical Land Motion (VLM)Vertical Land Motion (VLM)

“Imaged”
Using Robust Network Imaging (Kreemer 

etal., 2020)

”Imaged” ≥ 2σ 
And corrected by the Glacial Isostatic 

Adjustment of Husson et al. (2018)

Excluded

Massif
Central

Eifel



VLM

Checkerboard

Tests

VLM

Checkerboard

Tests

200 km anomaly 
resolved at 2σ at Eifel 

and 1σ at Massif 
Central

100 km anomaly 
resolved at 1σ at Eifel

200 x 200 km 100 x 100 km

1σ resolution 1σ resolution

2σ resolution 2σ resolution

Imaged Imaged



VLM Cross-Section across EifelVLM Cross-Section across Eifel

All values corrected for GIA
 

Open dots: observed
Orange squares: despeckled

Red line: imaged
Light-blue – 1σ based on local variation in despeckled VLM
Dark-blue – 1σ based on local variation in observed VLM
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For each set of minimum 3 GPS stations a strain rate and rotation rate can be estimated.

However, because strain rate is a spatial derivative, it is very sensitive to data noise, 
particularly when stations are closely spaced.

In order to still obtain a relatively high spatial resolution, robust statistics are introduced.

Strain Rate EstimationStrain Rate Estimation
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where    and    are the longitude and latitude, resp.
adapted from Ward (1998)
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Tensor
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Vector



MELD AlgorithmMELD Algorithm

MELDMELD: : MMedian edian EEstimate of stimate of LLocal ocal DDeformationeformation  

1. Delaunay triangulation of data points1. Delaunay triangulation of data points

2. Find triangle in which evaluation pt. resides. This would allow strain rate    2. Find triangle in which evaluation pt. resides. This would allow strain rate    
    estimate based on three most-local velocities (‘Level 1’)    estimate based on three most-local velocities (‘Level 1’)

3. Level 2 considers all additional data points one level away from Level 1     3. Level 2 considers all additional data points one level away from Level 1     

4. Create all possible triangles of those points. 4. Create all possible triangles of those points. 

5. Exclude small/‘skinny’ triangles, by setting max on model variance (5. Exclude small/‘skinny’ triangles, by setting max on model variance (σmax))
6. Consider all t6. Consider all triangles for which the evaluation point is within the triangle’s  riangles for which the evaluation point is within the triangle’s  
    local ‘circle of influence’.    local ‘circle of influence’.

7. 7. If If Nmin triangles are not reached, go to ‘level 3’, etc. triangles are not reached, go to ‘level 3’, etc.

8. Take multi-variate median value of strain and rotation rate8. Take multi-variate median value of strain and rotation rate

9. Estimate standard deviation using the ‘MAD’9. Estimate standard deviation using the ‘MAD’

10. Cut 2-sigma tails10. Cut 2-sigma tails

11. Re-estimate multivariate median11. Re-estimate multivariate median

Nmin and  and σmax are set by user. are set by user.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Kreemer et al. (2018)



Strain Rates Estimated with modified version of “MELD”Strain Rates Estimated with modified version of “MELD”

Outliers removed for clarity
Circles added to emphasize radial 

compression around Eifel and Massif 
Central extensional anomalies

Style of Strain 
Rate Tensor

Velocities wrt
“Eifel Anomaly”



Strain Rates Estimated with modified version of “MELD”Strain Rates Estimated with modified version of “MELD”

Positive dilatation (i.e., extension) 
anomalies near Eifel and Massif Central

Large significant dilatation anomaly near 
Eifel. Anomaly near Massif Central has 

small magnitude and thus lower significance

Dilatation rate 
≥ 2σ

Dilatation + 
model velocities

Massif
Central

Eifel



Strain Rates Estimated with modified version of “MELD”Strain Rates Estimated with modified version of “MELD”

This is the result obtained from GPS time-series that were not filtered, resulting in more 
variable velocities and larger uncertainties. Notice the occurrence of false positives.

Dilatation rate 
≥ 2σDilatation rate

Massif
Central

Eifel

false positive?

false positive?



The “Eifel Anomaly”The “Eifel Anomaly”

+ VLM contours corrected for GIA
+ Dashed purple line extent of significant dilatation 
rate anomaly. Max ~NS extension ~3x10-9/yr
+ Focal mechanisms (Hinzen 2003, Camelbeeck et al. 2007)
+ Dark lines, Quaternary faults (Basili et al. 2013)
+ Green triangle center of Eifel plume (Ritter et al. 2001)
+ Blue dots are volcanic centers
+ Green polygon is Rhenish Massif

We define the “Eifel Anomaly” as the area with 
anomalous and significant uplift (max. 1 mm/yr) 
that coincides with an area of anomalous and 
significant ~NS oriented dilatational strain rate. 
The Eifel anomaly includes the Eifel volcanic 
centers (where VLM is highest), elevated 
seismicity (with most of the earthquakes being 
NNE-SSW extensional), the normal faults of the 
Lower Rhine Embayment, and the surface 
projection of imaged mantle plume.



Effect of a Buoyant Eifel Mantle PlumeEffect of a Buoyant Eifel Mantle Plume
We solve for a buoyant force at the depth of plume head (50 km) by 
mimicking it as a force multiplied to a bi-modal Gaussian areal distribution 
(i.e., a gain function) that would best fit the VLM, strain rate and horizontal 
velocities. We solve for the force and the gain’s function center location, 
orientation and half-widths, while also accounting for constant horizontal 
gradients in the deformation indicators. We find:
Center: 6.5E, 50.5N (star in figure below)
Half-widths: 187 (EW) and 105 (NS) km. Long axis ~14° CCW from E.
Force: 15.6x1011 N

EW (left) and NS (right) cross-section. Solid and 
dotted line are model/data resp. Blue/red/black = 

vertical, NS, and EW velocity.

“Gain” 
function

Observed Predicted



Tectonic and Seismic Hazard ImplicationsTectonic and Seismic Hazard Implications
- The Rhenish Massif has uplifted up to ~150-250 m since ~800ka 
(max values shown on right). If constant rate: 0.1-0.3 mm/yr. We 
find ~1 mm/yr. VLM could have been accelerating or is not 
constant with time.

- The faults in the Lower Rhine Embayment (LRE) are relatively 
active and their activity has also been increasing since ~800 ka 
(Gold et al., 2017). We speculate that the upward push of plume, 
and the extension it creates, may have (re)activated the LRE.

Van Balen et al. (2000)



Geodynamic ImplicationsGeodynamic Implications

- Based on different assumptions of rate, total uplift and 
period of activity, the spatially integrated force we estimated 
requires a ~57‒184 kg/m3 density reduction of the plume 
(i.e., ~0.7‒5.6% of a 3300 kg/m3 reference mantle).

- Our results suggests there being a buoyant plume 
underneath the broader Eifel area that could explain surface 
deformation. This adds further evidence of the Eifel being 
active, as also shown by the magma migration detected by 
Hensch et al. (2019) as low-frequency seismic swarms.

Ritter et al. (2001)



ConclusionsConclusions
- Careful and robust analysis of thousands of CGPS time-series and their rates 
has revealed a significant uplift and extension anomaly centered on the Eifel 
volcanic area, but expanding into Belgium, Luxembourg and The Netherlands.

- This “Eifel Anomaly” is unique in Europe. No uplift signal is seen near the 
Massif Central, although that area does have a small extension anomaly.

- GIA-corrected uplift reach up to 1 mm/yr and max. extensional strain rates of 
~3x10-9/yr are found (the latter more centered on the Lower Rhine Embayment).

- Uplift and deformation can be explained by a distributed buoyant force below 
the lithosphere, which can be attributed to the mantle plume underneath.

- No conclusive evidence for buoyant plume under Massif Central due to 
absence of clear uplift signal.

Photo: Ulmener Maar, Most recent Eifel eruption at ~11ka

Kreemer, C., et al., Geodetic evidence for a buoyant mantle plume beneath the Eifel volcanic Area, NW 
Europe. Geophys. J. Int., doi:10.1093/gji/ggaa227, 2020

Kreemer, C. & G. Blewitt, Robust estimation of spatially-varying common-mode components in GPS time-
series, Journal of Geodesy, 95, 13, doi:10.1007/s00190-020-01466-5, 2021.
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